
Week 4 Task / Activity I am intending to do Recourses and what I will need to do

Continue research using all resources available

Monday Research house & techno music in the UK and its history, in two 
separate sections!
- The origin and development of the genres - how it spread!
- What defines the house & techno genres and makes them 

recognisable & unique!
- Early productions developing to today and also creating sub 

genres such as tech house!
- How house / techno came to the UK and also came into the 

charts!
- Todays house / techno music with examples also looking 

through my library which music can be used for my intros!

- Access to laptop with internet connection !
- Research online into the different origins, history and 

development off house and techno music, also including their 
sub genres!

- Research online into the first productions, listening to examples 
on sound cloud and youtube - keeping the links to show as 
examples in my blog posts!

- Research into what makes up the techno and house genres, 
from the productions to the crowds that listen to the music!

- Research into tech and house music that is popular today in the 
UK and include the music that I have from my experience going 
out

Tuesday - Ask teachers if they know any possibilities of people that i 
could interview or send a questionnaire to, to gain primary 
resources!

- Update SMART targets and make sure that the older ones 
have been achieved!

- Speak to Phillipe in college to find out which is the best 
microphone to use to for my project, when recording my voice 
over audio samples.!

- Split up Videos, picture and links used to gain information so 
that they can be entered easily into my bibliography

- Access to laptop with internet connection !
- Be in college and ask Craig and Malcolm is they know of 

anyone who have experience in radio broadcasting, or have 
produced for them and if I could send them a questionnaire for 
my primary research!

- Find Phillipe and explain to him what my project is and that I 
would like to record various vocal samples for my power intro. 
Ask for advice on which microphone to use for my recordings, 
making sure it is one the college owns and has available !

- Make documents with all links that I have up until now and put 
them in organised folders on my laptop



Wednesday - Get my Rationale and Concept read through and get tips on 
what to make better, making the changes if needed!

- Consider additional places to research into so that I have more 
rounded and structured information!

- Clarify the deadlines of all written work and when the final 
presentation of the product set will be!

- Begin looking into different sound websites where i could get 
SFX and jingles from, creating a library which is easily 
accessible and overviewable for future reference!

- Ask both teacher if they are aware of any websites that 
provide these services, making sure that they are good quality. 

- Access to laptop with internet connection !
- Ask Malcolm to read through my work that I have done so far in 

college and note down any tips or changes that they tells me to 
make!

- Make sure that I am aware with all deadline by asking Craig in 
college when they are, writing down in my diary!

- Ask teachers and classmates if they know of any websites 
where i can get free sound effects, that could be useful for my 
production!

- Research into different websites and sources where i can get 
sound effects from!

- Look into the logic pro x sample library and write down and 
sound effects that I could use

Thursday - Research into different free audio website which provide 
samples for radio effects, SFX, jingles, sweepers and other 
various useful samples that I could need for my production. !
- I will also need to pick out a minimum of 3x3 tracks for each 

power intro in three different genres: (Deep house & Dance, 
Tech House & Techno, Techno). - extra for a college intro

- Access to laptop with internet connection !
- Carry on research into different websites where I can get my 

samples and jingles from for my power intro production!
- Select 3 tracks minimum for each of the 3 power intros for my 

productions; so in total minimum 9 tracks

Friday If I do not have sufficient research I will keep doing this until I 
have found enough sources for audio samples. !
- Keep downloading samples and once I have enough samples 

downloaded and in a folder together!
- Start producing the different power intros for each show. !
- Decide of different samples that work well together when 

layered, so that my intros get more life and are fuller.!
- Look further into the sound bank in logic pro x for primary 

research, to find out what different jingles and sound effects 
can be used for my project

- Access to laptop with internet connection !
- Complete my research into finding different sound effect 

samples and sort them into an overviewable folder, for when i 
start producing my power intros!

- Begin arranging a rough draft of how I would like my power 
intro to build up, inside logic pro x on my laptop!

- Test different samples that I have gathered by layering them 
and EQing frequencies out to avoid clashing!

- Combine the found samples together with the sound effects 
and jingles that logic has to provide


